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The High-Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR) Is a 100-MW pressurized water reactor at the Oak Ridge
National Laboratory. It Is used to produce isotopes and as a source of high neutron flux for
research. Three heat exchangers are used to remove heat from the reactor to the cooling towers. A
fourth heat exchanger Is available as a spare In case one of the operating heat exchangers malfunc-
tions. It is desirable to maintain the reactor at full power while replacing the failed heat
exchanger with the spare. The existing procedures used by-the operators form the Initial knowledge
base for design of an expert system to perform the switchover. To verify performance of the expert
system, a dynamic simulation of the system was developed in the MACLISP programming language.

Introduction

The secondary aide of the heat exchanger system used to remove heat from the HFIR is shown in
Fig. 1. Three exchangers are required to remove the heat generated by the reactor at full power;
the fourth heat exchanger provides redundancy. Regulation of heat removal Is accomplished by adjust-
ing the secondary flow through the active heat exchangers. The primary side (Fig. 2) has one pump,
one blocking valve, and one flow control valve for each heat exchanger. The primary side Is con-
troLled to obtain nearly equal flow through the primary side of each active heat exchanger. The
special control problem to be solved with an expert system Is the switchover of heat exchangers with
the reactor at full power. The switchover must be accomplished without violating the coolant
temperature limits at the reactor inlet; If these limits are violated, the safety system will scram
the reactor.

Fig. 1. Simplified diagram of "-.he secondary
coolant system for the High-Flux Isotope
Reactor.

Fig. 2. Simplified diagram of the primary
coolant system for the High-Flux Isotope Reactor.

•Operated by Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc., for the U.S. Department of Energy under
Contract No. DE-AC05-8I4OR21H00.
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Procedures

The switchover procedure1 Is divided Into three basic steps: (1) After one heat exchanger Is
selected for removal fron service, secondary flow through the spare heat exchanger is established.
(2) Tha primary flow Is switched froo the malfunctioning heat exchanger to the spare heat exchanger.
(3) Secondary flow is stopped In the removed heat exchanger.

The operator first establishes secondary flow through the spare heat exchanger by the following
procedure:

1. Open th» block valve for the spare heat exchanger.

2. Note the value of the pressure drop across the secondary side of the parallel heat
exchangers as measured ty the differential pressure gauge.

3. Note the total secondary flow and compute the new value of total flow required to obtain
nearly equal flow on the secondary side in each of the four heat exchangers.

1. Open the coarse-flow control valve to inc. ease the total secondary flow by approximately
1000 gpm.

5. Adjust the control valve for the spare heat exchanger to return the pressure gauge reading
to the value noted in Item 7.

6. Repeat Items 'J and 5 until the total secondary flow is equal to the amount calculated In
Item 3 and the pressure gauge reading 13 equal to the value noted in Item 2.

The second step, to switch the primary side flow from the malfunctioning heat exchanger, is
accomplished as follows:

1. Note the pressure drop across the Inlet strainer.

2. Open the block valve on the primary aide of the spare heat exchanger.

3. Start the pump for the spare heat exchanger.

U. Open the now control valve for the spare heat exchanger a "small amount" and wait 'jntll
the "flux reset modules stop buzzing." (The quote is the actual language of the procedure;
when the reactor inlet temperature returns to the normal val'je, the modules 3top buzzing.
An excessive temperature perturbation will cause the reactor safety system to scram the
reactor.)

5. As the pressure drop across the Inlet strainer increases due to an Increase in total
primary flow, adjust the control val^g for the malfunctioning heat exchanger to restore
pressure drop to the value noted in Item 1.

6. Repeat Items *4 and 5 until the control valve for the removed heat exchanger is closed.

7. Stop the pump for the removed heat exchanger.

8. Close the block valve for the removed heat exchanger.

The third and last part of the procedure is to stop the secondary now through the removed heat
exchanger. This is accomplished as follows:

1. Close the control valve on the secondary side of the removed heat exchanger by a small
amount.

2. Restore the pressure reading across the heat exchanger to the value noted In Item Z of
Step 1 by adjusting the coarse-flow control valve.



3. Repeat Items 1 and 2 until th« control valve for the removed heat exchanger la closed.

«. Close th« block valve on the secondary side of the removed heat exchanger.

Expert System

The expert system presented here Is part of a program to develop an expert aid to be used by •
the operator In performing the task of heat exchanger switchover while maintaining the reactor at
full power without causing a scram. Past experience haa revealed that not all operators can perform
this procedure without causing a scram. There can be several reasons for this variation In perfor-
mance. One is lack of experience, since this procedure la not performed routinely. The lack of
experience can be relieved by using an expert system to aid the operator during heat exchanger
switchover.

fts a first step In the development of an expert cperator aid, we decided to develop an expert
system written In OPS5 to perform the heat exchanger switchover, using the procedures presented
above as tlu knowledge base. The OPS5 version we are using1 la running under MACLISP on a PDP-1O
computer.

OPS5 Is a production rule system developed at Carnegie-Mellon University, and MACLISP Is a
Hat-structured language developed at Carnegie-Mellon. The OPS5 production rule system consists of
two types of elements, a working memory element (data) and a production element (rules). The struc-
ture of working memory can be viewed as a pattern of data to be used to define the information
needed to perform the heat exchanger switchover. For example, a class of data named CONTROL-VALVES
was selected to store the Information required by the production elements. This class was given
four slots labeled SYSTEM, NAME, VALVE, and STATUS. The production elements are IF-THEN rules con-
taining two parts referred to as left-hand side (LHS) and right-hand side (RHS). The LHS
contains patterns of working memory as Information to satisfy the IF part of the rule and the RHS of
the rule contains the actions required by the THEN part of the rule.

In order to verify performance of the expert system, a simulator was developed to describe the
behavior of the four heat exchangers. Each heat exchanger was described by five differential equa-
tions. Standard techniques were uaed to develop the dynamic equations for the simulator, and the
simulation program was written in MACLISP to simplify the interface with the expert system. The
expert system interactions with the simulator were similar to those it would encounter with the
actual reactor.

Translation of the standard operating procedures into OPS5 productions Involved the selection
of an appropriate data structure for the working memory elements and a conflict resolution strategy
Tor program control. In the development of an OPS5 production system, we are programming the
problem In two levels: working memory and production rules. As the program developed, the struc-
ture of working memory was modified to accommodate the knowledge required by new production rules.

Encoding of specific operator actions defined in the operating procedures Is done In two parts
of an OPS5 production. The LHS of the OPS5 production contains the pattern of working memory
required to satisfy the IF part of the rule for a given step In the procedure. To provide a means
of controlling the activation of rules, we added a working memory element named REQUEST with one
slot labeled TYPE. The RHS contains the action Items that are to be performed by this rule. For
example, If the production SETPOINT-START (see Fig. 3) Is triggered. It will modify the setpolnts
for secondary flow and secondary pressure. The required secondary coolant flow values are calcu-
lated to obtain a maximum value one-third larger than the present flew value and a switch value
1000 gpm greater than the present flow. The secondary pressure setpolnt is set to the current value
as determined by the d/p cell, PDI-302 (see Fig. 1).

During the development of the productions required to perform the switchover, it was determined
that additional knowledge not contained In the procedures would be required by the expert system.
For example, in adjusting a valve to obtain a given riow, the operator must have some knowledge
of how to move a non-instrumented valve to obtain the desired result. In this case, it was assumed
that the operator could observe and manually adjust the valve to obtain a given flow within a
tolerance band. The knowledge of valve behavior was Included In two ways. In one case, a set of



(p SETPOINT-START
(• (REQUEST Type SET-POINT) <REQ> }
(DATA Meter FE-3OO Value <VF> )
(DATA Meter PDI-302 Value <DP> )

I (FLOW-SETPOINT Name FE-3OO) <FSP> )
I (DP-2ETPOINT Name PDI-302) <PSP> )

-->
(remove <REQ> )
(modify <FSP> Steady <VF>

Switch (compute <VF> +$ 1000.0)
Max (compute <VF> •$ ( <VF> //$ 3.0)))

(modify <PSP> Steady <DP> ))

Fig. 3- SETPOINT-START procedure.

rules was constructed to allow the characteristics of a control valve for flow control and pressure
control on the secondary side to be determined by moving the valve a small amount and using linear
extrapolation to determine the amount of valve motion required to obtain the desired setpoint. The
control valve on the primary side, however, was 30 nonlinear that the knowledge about Its behavior
also had to be Included by using a MACLISP function that described its behavior analytically.

It was found that two basic types of rules were required by this expert system. One type was
to modify working memory elements to keep track of variables and to control the simulation. The
other type was to control the flow of the program by making a series of requests to form a mini-
procedure. In the process of translating the heat exchanger switchover procedure into an 0PS5
expert system, we obtained a greater understanding of the Information required to perform the
individual steps. The translation process revealed areas where additional information was needed to
perform the tasks Included In the procedure. Although the expert program must contain all of the
information required to perform the tasks, not all of it was contained in the written procedures.
For instance, in the procedure to establish the secondary flow through the spare heat exchanger, the
secondary flow Is to be Increased in approximately 1000-gpm steps and the spare heat exchanger con-
trol valve Is to be adjusted to regain the original presaure drop when the pressure drop measurement
starts to Increase. The questions to be resolved were (1) now much of a pressure drop increase Is
required for the operator to detect that the pressure drop has started to Increase, and (2) what is
the pressure error band allowed in trying to maintain the original pressure drop by moving the con-
trol valve. This type of Information must be Included In the knowledge base 'n order for the
program to know when to start and stop moving the control valve.

Conclusion

The rational description required by the expert system revealed that the procedures as written
rely on the operator's experience to fill inconspicuous Information gaps, which very possibly
accounts for the occasional failures observed in performing the switching operation without scram-
ming the reactor. This study also points out the merit of having a system model to use in the
development of an expert system. The model, in addition to permitting verification and testing,
could be exercised during the development phase to obtain Insights Into the required productions.
The most Important benefit of the study Is the creation of the expert system as an operator aid.
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DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi-
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer-
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the
United States Government or any agency thereof.


